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Parent's Aid Society Founder To Lead VC 'Discover Series'
Bill Baird, whose arrest in
Massachusetts led to a U.S .
Supreme Court decision that single
persons have the same right to
obtain contraceptives as married
people do1is speaking Tuesday at 11
a.m. on the Village Center Green.
His topic iS "The ABC's of
Abortion and Birth Control."
Baird's discussion is the first
portion of a two-part program on
abortions sponsored by the Village
Center. This discussion is the first
program of the "Discover series."
Baird left his job as clinical
director of a national birth-control
pharmaceutical manufacturer to
found the Parents' Aid Society, a
non-profit birth control, abortion
and narcotics center. As advisor to
the New York Senate
subcommittee on health and mental
health, Baird established the
nation's first abortion referral clinic
in 1964, and advised the New
Jersey legislature on birth control.
His current activities include
directing a birth control and
abortion center in Hampstead,

Long Island, and the Plan Van, a
This past legislative session has
mobile birth control and abortion seen the 104-year-old abortion law
unit.
in Florida struck down by the State
Supreme Court. This law restricted
Since Baird's campaign began, it
has helped the New York and New
Jersey poor to receive birth control
advice and materials.
The second portion of the
program wil1 feature a panel
composed of Orlando physicians,
Dr. Jim Werba and Dr. Arthur
Corey, both specialists in obstetrics
and gynecology; the Rev. Patrick
O'Neill of the Newman Center in
Winter Park, and Thomas A.
Horkan Jr., executive director of
the Florida Catholic Conference,
based in Tallahassee.
Horkan has been executive
director of the conference since
1969. He formerly practiced law in
Miami. He has been involved in the
legislative debate about abortion in
Tallahassee during the current
,session.

rt

born with grave physical or mental
defects or if the pregnancy resulted
from rape or incest. The Senate
passed a similar bill, and the bills
would become law if the two
houses approved them in identical
form and Governor Reubin Askew
signed the legislation.

FTU's Student Government has
:not been unaffected by the
abortion-contraception issue. A
current resolution recommends that
FTU Health Service make birth
control counseling and aids
available to all students, that such
counseling and distribution be kept
confidential and at the discretion of
the Health Service. The resolution
was to have received its second
reading last Thursday. If passed and
signed by SG President Frank
Santry, the resolution would be
sent to Dr. W. Rex Brown, vice
president of S;udent Affairs. If Dr.
Brown signs the resolution,
according to SG secretary Barbara
Enos, a copy would be sent to the

Also concerning birth control
·and abortion, a presidential
commission on population goals
recommended that abortion,
contraception and sterilization be
made available to all Americans,
married or single. The commission
rejected such devices as sterility
bonuses, tax incentives or welfare
limitations, but recommended that
the sterilization, contraception and
abortion be paid for by public or Health Center. The resolution
would not effect a policy change,
abortions to women whose lives private health insurance.
since it only expresses official
were endangered by the pregnancy.
T h e F I o r i d a House o f
The commission was headed by Student Government opinion.
Representatives approved a bill John D. Rockefeller Ill and was According to Miss Enos, there is no
allowing abortion if the created in 1970 by Congress at state law which would prevent the
continuation of pregnancy would President Nixon's request. Special Health Center from counseling
endanger the woman's life or impair programs for teenagers were also students or dispensing birth control
devices.
her health, if the child would be suggested.
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We Live in the Present,

By the Past, but
for the . ..

VoJ. 4 No. ·21

UNDER THE shield of a Dyson construction sign, workman raise
the roof on the addition to th e Village Center. The new building,
scheduled for August completion, will house more student offices and
the cafeteria. {Photo by Ed Burton.)

FTU, Orlando,._Ff_on_·da.....__ _ _ _ _ _A_.p_ril_·_3.._,_19_7_2_

Presidents And Governors
E liminated By SG Action _.

made by these individual senate classes shall be elected withm the
delegations shall be subject to the first four weeks of _th~ fall term,
approval of the Student Senate. All shall ass!1me ?ffice withm ~me week
rules governing meetings of the of certification . of el~c~o~, and
Student Senate shall apply to these shall ~rve un!iJ cert1ficat10n . of
m eetings unless waived by a executive elections the following
two-thirds vote of the membership fall te~."
.
By J ohn Gholdsto n
of the delegation presept at a
. S~c~~n 4-C and _4-D, concernmg
The law reads: "Except as $15,000 to $120,000 for the initial
delegation meeting."
ehg1b1hty requirements for
otherwise provided in this Act, the outlay alone, and then from
Article Ill, Section 2-C and 2-D executive officers: "To be eligible
Commission (FCC) from time to $13,000 to $20,000 a year for
concerning executive officers: "The to seek and hold the office of
time, as public convenience, operational expenses, not counting
governors of the several colleges, governor of a ~liege ~ student
interest, or necessity requires, shall the faculty and new staff positions
who shall sit on the president's must be e1!1'?lled m the said college.
study new uses for radio, provide such an operation would require.
council. 'Ile presidents of the To _be eligible for the office of
for experimental uses of
There are several avenues which
several classes who shall sit on the president of a class student must be
frequencies, and generally could be followed in initiating an
president's council."
enrolle~ in the said class.':
.
encourage the larger and more FM station, starting on a small 10
Section 3-C 3-D and 3-F
Section 5-D, concermng duties
effective use of radio in the public watt station which would be purely
concerning e'xecutive officers: of ~e SG president: "Call special
interest." (Secion 303 (g) of the educational and building up to a
elections: "The governors shall be meetmgs of the Student Senate,
Communications Act of 1934)
stereo FM station, which would be
elected by a pluralty of votes cast and ~reside without a vote over all
It was under this provision that almost in competition with other
by the students in the college which mee~mgs, of th~ .~nate and the
WFTU Radio has operated since it local commercial stations.
they represent. The presidents shall pres1den~ s council.
.
first went on the air in winter
"We have passed the
be elected by a plurality of votes
Se~tion , 8, conc~rnmg,, !he
quarter of 1970, broadcasting experimental stages," said Jackson,
cast by the students in the class president s council:
The
experimentally to the students in "and need to progress to the next
which they represent ..1 •• The president's council shall consist of
the dorms. But WFTU is off the air step. We feel we are more than
governors of each of the several the governors of the several colleges
now, for an indeterminate length of ready for the move."
·colleges and the president of each and the presidents of the several
time, and will probably not come
The FM Committee reported to
An FTU student has been of the several classes colleges and classes. They shall meet a~ least
back on the air until a regular FCC President Millican in January that arrested jailed and referred to the the presidents of each of the several once every two weeks to advtse the
license is obtained and the station they felt there are program interests Orange' County parole and
president of the stu~e~t . b_ody,
can operate as a fully licensed that are not being fulfilled by the probation office in connection with
report progress. of their mdiv1d~al
broadcasting station, according to existing AM and FM stations in the the theft of a $3.95 item from the
senate delegations, and decide
sources within the broadcast Orlando area.
university bookstore last quarter.
q u e st i o n s o f 1 e g isl at iv e
complex.
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - • Security Superintendent John
i
jurisdiction."
. .
The station had allegedly been
Smith said this case is the only
'Added to the constitution will
exceeding its permitted power, and
instance of court action taken in
be Article II, section 11,
had been broadcasting into Orlando
cases involving 26 thefts reported
subsections A and B, reading, "The
and some other local cities in
during winter quarter.
chairman of the delegation from
violation of their 'experimental'
Two of the largest thefts
each college shall be the senator
standing. The FCC has supposedly
reported occurred in early
.Aiit...
with the longest tenure in the
been in the area to check the
February, when a calculator valued
~
senate. In the event that two or
pattern and power of the station,
at $2,600 was stolen from the·
more senators have the same length
but was here on one of the
of tenure, the chairman shall be the
Engineering Building and a printer
occasions when the technicians had
worth $495 was taken from the:
p ARKING PLACES
senator with the highest rank. The
shut the transmitter down to work
psychologydepartment.
chairman shall coordinate
on it. If the FCC was able to
Other items stolen during
For students who are having communications between the dean
document such a violation, the CONSTRUCTION PROIBESS winter, Smith said, included camera trouble finding a parking place, of the college and the senators in
station would be fined and the
equipment, tape recorders, personal campus security officers have a his delegation, call and preside over
possibility of getting a regular
FTU's Physical Plant disclosed monies and petty cash funds. He
any meetings of the college
broadcast license would be reduced. Monday that construction of the added that the total estimated loss suggestion: Try temporary lot 200 delegation that might be deemed
"We were not forced off the Village Center addition is going from thefts was more than $6,000, near the Physical Education necessary."
air" emphasized Don Jackson, who according to schedule and will be while the estimated amount Building. The lot can ·hold as many
This same bill . was withdrawn
w~rks closely with the radio completed for use in fall quarter, recovered was slightly more than as 500 cars and has a hard surface. February 17, when an amendment
station, "We went off before the 1972.
$1,000.
to eliminate the additions to the
end of the last quarter because of
Fred Clayton, Physical Plant
Smith said security officers are
constitution failed. It was later
technical problems with the director, said that work on the . encouraging all persons to be alert
BOOK REDEMPTION
renumbered and resubmitted to the
transmitter, which we still have not sprinkler system in. the .medi~ of to strangers in offices and to report
senate.
repaired. Our decision is, however, entrance to the uruvers1ty will be all thefts to security immediately.
A similar bill, which would have
to stay off the air until we can gain completed soon and work on the He added that some arrests have
Re de m pt ion of Student eliminated only the class presidents,
a formal status."
·
landscaping can begin.
been made in connection with Government book exchange money was postponed last October until
Such a formal status, according
The utilities extension for the several of the thefts but no court or books . begins today and the third senate meeting. of spring
to the FM Committee, which has humanities building is under proceedings have be~n initiated. He continues through Wednesday in quarter.
been investigating the cost and construction. The dome located said those arrested have included LR 243. Items not claimed before
The original amendment will be
feasibility of creating an FM station near the power plant will be used persons from both on and off Thursday will become the property withdrawn since the current
on campus, could cost from by the research department.
campus.
of SG.
amendment has passed.

WFTU Off The Air
Until License Secured

The o ffices of class president
and college governor have been
eliminated from the FTU Student
Government organization by a
constitutional amendment which
became law in mid-March.
The amendment, in the form jf
a bill, was originally introduced in
the Senate in fall and passed the
final vote on. March 9. It was then
signed by SG President Frank
Santry and Vice-president for
Student Affairs W. Rex Brown.
The amendment deletes the.
f o 11 ow i n g from th e S G
constitution:
Article II Section 10-E: "The
senators fro~ each of the several
colleges and each of the several
classes shall convene separately at
least once every four weeks to
discuss _m atters solely pertinent to
that college or class. All decisions

Student Arrested
0 n Thef t Ch arge

Campus

~Glances

Campus
GI ances
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JruWJlre £~ttnrtats
Uniformity Needed
After another quarter of both pass-fail and graded senior seminars,
students are expressing mix~d feelings toward the setup. The "one or
the other" system of grading is receiving both positive and negative
comments, but one problem is just about unanimous - no one seems to
be able to figure out how the same class can be given in two colleges
under differing grading systems.
It doesn't really seem fair that four seminars are graded and two are
not. The overall seminar program should be coordinated by the
university; that is, all seminars should either be graded or pass-fail.
TH IS LACK of grading coordination is causing more problems than
the pass-fail system was intended to solve. Many students are
unsatisfied with a "pass" grade after doing a great deal of reading,
report writing and preparation. In several cases the student puts out as
much work for an A or B as he donates to a pass grade.

A case in point is a comparison of the business administration
seminar and the natural sciences seminar. In a typical BADM seminar
the student is responsible for readings on19 subi!!CtS and must make a
four or a five on most of the quizzes to receive an A. In the natural
sciences seminar the student serves as a leader in one discussion session,
turns in questions to generate comments in that discussion, comes to
conclusions about that discussion and writes one paper (usually six or
seven pages in length) on one of the subjects for a pass grade.

This case alone points out that there is a definite netkl for overall
coordination. From there the colleges shou Id continue t~ coordinate
the seminars as they see ·fit, taking into consideration the grading
method.
The seminars provide a very useful service to seniors embarking on
the outside world. They all have the same basic idea behind them - to
acquaint the non-major with the most pertinent subjects within that
college's course of study. But to be truly effective they should have a
uniform grading system, preferably one selected by the students.

A Matter Of Opinion
By Gabriel Yanni
A few days ago a friend from my home country, Lebanon, wrote
me, asking what America is all about. Is it truly the image
propagandized abroad of the land of opportunities and what are the
advantages of the American way of life? Relying on whatever
information with which he was supplied, he and others, as targets of the
USIA, (U.S. Information Agency) he wondered if I would advise him to
come over and lead the happy life he had read and heard so much
about.

I look around now and wonder myself what America is really all
about. I remember dreams I had when I first came, the pictures I had
constructed while preparing myself to live in this country. I am not
wondering anymore. I may from time to time be amazed by incidents I
encounter and, subject to my own culture, I may judge. I think of all
the ideas I had about America and how many came about, while others
were simply forgotten and castrated out of meaningless purpose, except
to fill the days to come when I will leave, even for a short while.
What is that feeling that drives people from all over the world
toward America? What is that force that supplies families with the will
to divest themselves of their racial identities and start a new life here in
a country they could never call their own? America, what is your truth?
What lies beneath the multiple faces you wear, often with such
elegance, and where do you hide all the many facets of hunger, poverty
and human indecencies? Why, despite the miseries you foment in
your soul, do you still open your arms to many newcomers who may
add up to your burden of unemployed and unhappy.
What is the American race? So many praise its achievements. Is being
American simply carrying a paper that states such? Is there an
American race, or is it rather the result of intermixing many different
races? Is the American white, black or yellow? What race can justify
itself as being the American race, or rather is the American race the
"universal race"?
As for the American way of life, I personally doubt ever being able
to be entirely a part of it. I am much used to a "farniente dolce vita"
(happy idleness). Life is to be lived, not raced with. I could not
overwork myself until 65 and then supposedly start living. I would
much rather live happy now at the expense of dying young, than spend
what ever is left after 65 wishing for all that had passed me. I would
rather dream now of things I could eventually get, be moved by a
pretty face and do something about it, than after 65, behind my
wrinkled, rusty being, dream of things I could not stand up for, and eat
my heart . out glancing at young fresh faces and not understanding a
word they are saying in their fiery age.

No place is better than any other, except the place where you
belong. My friend will have to wait. I belong t.o today, and t.oday I am
here.

No Vote No Gripe

It is my sincere hope that you
will assist the students and faculty
of Florida Technological University
Policy Suggested
by planning the construction of
these badly needed parking space
Dear Editor:
as soon as possible.
Your assistance and cooperation
Considering that Senator in this matter is sincerely
McGovern won the mock primary appreciated.
held at Florida colleges and
universities on March 7, it came as a
Bill Gunter
surprise to see that he fared so
Senator, 18th District
!poorly in the primary on March 14.
!?1is prompted me to write this Pop Nature Praises
~etter. It is no secret that there are
~any things in this country that
need changing, and one would SG Food Inquiry
assume that students 18 to 21 years Dear Edit.or,
old, myself included, would agree
So glad to hear our Student
with this. Yet where were we on
March 14? It takes only minutes to Government has endorsed an
truck down to one's county investigation of food service here at
courthouse and register to vote. Sahara U. What we are now handed
Anyone who is not interested as an excuse for nutritious
enough in this country's future to substances would not suffice a
take the time to register and vote, camel's needs.
It is indeed encouiaging t.o know
in my opinion, has no right to ever
complain again about anything in that someone offers care for our
this country, regardless of their well-being during these wonder
years of our growth.
political philosophy.
We might, however, save time
Gary H. Goodall and money in this investigation by
taking a lesson from a nearby state .
university where~ several years ago,
student government officials staged
Gunter Requests
the following investigative wonder.

DOT Parking Aid
The following is a letter to
Edward A. Mueller, secretary of the
Department of Transportation,
from Florida Senator Bill Gunter.

Dear Secretary Mueller:
This letter is written in behalf of
the students of Florida
Technological University who have
petitioned you in order to express
their concern about the lack of
adequate, paved parking spaces on
the campus.

Three well-fed, prime pigs were
purchased ~d penned outsid~ the
student umon. All meal-ticket
students were asked to donate a
third of each of their three daily
meal~, and the food was thrown to
the pigs.
One of them died in two weeks
and the remaining two porkers
suf~ered on f.or three weeks before
fallmg dead m the afternoon sun.
All were found to have died from
food poisoning
.
:
~ear. m mmd that our food
service is managed by a cafeteria
firm that claims its service is "a
. ,, Th
great sou th em t ra dit ion.
e same

tr==========================:t

re

firm that operates at FTU held the
franchise at the university where
the house was blown down on the
three little pigs.
Perhaps, then; the tradition they
are trying to establish is one of
populatiQn control through
ptomaine poisoning.
Father Nature

Campus Glances
FEDERAL GRANT
FTU will receive nearly
$720,000 in Federal funds for the
Humanities and Fine Arts Building
from a State Board of
Education-approved construction
grant award. The funds are from
Title I of Public Law 88-204
(Higher Education Facilities Act of
1963). Under the same grant, the
University of South Florida will
receive over $184,000 for the
Library.Faculty Office-Classroom
Building.
The Higher Education Facilities
Act provides funds for the states on
an allocation basis for construction
~t a:vards to pu~lic and pri~ate
msti~ubo?s . of. high educat~on.
Flonda mst1tutions . h~ve ~ece1ved
more than $43 milhon m such
funds over the past seven years. .
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The "FuTUre" is the weekly
newspaper of Florida Technological
University at Orlando, Florida. The
FuTUre is published by President
Charles N. Millican and written and
edited by and for the students at
Florida Technological University.
The editorial opinions expressed
LINDA METTEL
are those of the staff and not
necessarily those of the university
or of its administration.
Editor-In-Chief
The FuTUre reserves the right to
refuse to print any letters which are
Sharon Marek
John Gholdston
submitted. All letters must bear the
News Editor
full name and address of the person
Layout Editor
or persons submitting them. Names
will be withheld upon request.
Address all letters to: Edito·r,
FuTUre, P.O. Box 25,000, Orlando,
Carol Whitten
Shelby Strother
Florida 32816.
Copy Editor
Sports Editor
·
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Journalism Tour
Awaiting Approval

A journalism work-study tour of Europe, the first of its kind in the
university system, is now in the planning stages and will be offered,
beginning this summer, by FTU.
The proposal, which has been · are chosen for the tour will meet at
examined_ by Vi~e President for FTU on June 15 for two days of
Academic Affairs Dr. C. B. orientation and will depart from
Gambrell, must now be approved Tampa on June 17 via chartered jet
by Board of Regents Chancellor for London, England.
ink flows uniformly, gives
well-covered, sharply defined
Robert Mautz.
Other cities to be visited will
lines. · Ink flow can be varied
"The outline of the program is include Nice Paris Rome Florence
by changing feed. Set comes
now under final examination by Dr. Venice Salzburg' Vienn'a Prague'
in pocket case with snap-on
Leslie L. Ellis Jr., d_ean ~,f research West B~rlin and Copenhag~n.
'
lid. Contains 1 Graphos pen,
1 black ink cartridge, and. 6
and graduate studies. After all
students interested in
assorted Graphos steel nibs.
el~ments have been considered, I participating in the program should
will probably call the Chancellor write immediately for applications
for oral approval to be followed by to: Summer Journalism Study
wri~ten approval," _said Gambrell. T 0 u r ,
Department 0 f
I, for one, am m favor. of the Communication FTU Box 25000
program," said Gambrell, "and I Orlando Florid~ 328i6.
'
f?resee no real problem in gaining
·GLANCES~
fmal approval."
THIS SYMBOL represents MAX, the MAXimum safety and
pollution control car that will be entered in the national Urban Vehicle
The t.Our, which will include
STREET NAMES
Design Competition. MAX is a 1972 Gremlin which was purchased by
stays in ten European cities, will
provide the journalism student with
University streets have been the Aerospace 'Sciences Club with SG funding. The car will be modified
;a minimum of 12 or maximum of named and official names will be by club members for the August competition.
'16 hours of study in feature released later this quarter by the
For the professional . Our
writing, press photography. and office of Physical plant_ The street
finest. Simple ink cartridge
filling
system.
Selfinternational communications.
signs have been ordered and will be
retracting ink-feed wire alAccording to tour coordinator erected during summer quarter.
lows smooth ink flow . Easily
and journalism professor James E.
interchangeable alloy-steel
Couch, "The program is not a
points. Draftsman's Set: 9050
cultural tour for fun and games, but
Tll/12 Ald. contains 1 holder, 1 blowflask, 1 point
rather a unique chance for generally
MAX, the Mechanical Engineering and Aerospace Sciences Club's
cleaning plunger, 6 black
campus-bound students to improve
entry in the nationwide Urban Vehicle Design Competition, has been
ink cartridges and 12 assorttheir skills and knowledge of the
Several games created by put under lock and key as club members begin a race with time to
ed points.
workings of the mass media in students in a winter quarter ecology develop a safe and non-polluting
Europe."
manufacturers by federal
.
class may be produced and sold, car.
The students will have direct either locally or nationwide.
MAX stands for MAXimum regulations in 1976.
contact with professional editorial
The games were part of the class safety and pollution control, and
personne~ will be given weekly projects which included aluminum its objective is to enter a 1972
assignments to develop can collecting, solid waste compact car in tests at the General
news-gathering skills and will make reutilization and paper collecting. Motors proving grounds in
Three of the games about which Michigan_
field trips to media production
offices.
Competition with 80 colleges
local retailers have expressed
"There is already national interest are "Pollution Solution," and universities from throughout
recognition of a need for "Forestree" and "Spot Ecology." the country is scheduled in August.
better-trained journalists in a world "Pollution Solution" by Sharon Preliminary competitive meets and
Applications are now being
that depends increasingly upon the Marek and John Gholdston pits seminars are scheduled throughout accepted from prospective
the
summer
.
,mass media for its knowledge of industry against environment.
presidential and vice presidentia1
·events. This training should be "Forestree" is concerned with the
candidates
for the ApriJ 21 and 22
, Fully-enclosed dust-tight
invaluable to the serious student of restoration of a burned forest, and
MEAS members have begun
executive office elections.
design keeps periodicals
journalism, and should assist greatly was designed by Sara Marino. Diane rebuilding a Gremlin, purchased by
fresh and new-looking.
Four FTU students had
Front panel opens wide for
lin producing well-rounded, Palmer and Sandy Feeman created a $2,000 Student Government officially declared candidacy at
easy access. Heavy-duty
experienced journalists for jobs "Spot Ecology," a game which can appropriation. It will be required press time. Stephen Adamick and
corrugated fiberboard conto meet handling, braking and
Debbie Hanshew will campaign for
struction. Rich walnut wood- here in the United States," said be played while traveling by
crash
tests, and will be checked for
Couch.
aut.omobile.
grain finish adds a touch of
president, and Lee Constantine and
elegance to any bookshelf.
During the environmental class effective emission control.
_ Cost of the _study tour, including
Joanne Puglisi have registered as
a~ tra~portabon to_ Europe, travel this quarter, these games and
vice-presidential candidates. It has
Special braking apparatus and
'via train and bus ~ _Europe, all several others will be tested for
been rumored that Sandy Jackson,
room costs and tuition. will be validity, practicality and general an improved bumper system that Harold Foon.m an and Paul
$890. S~dents must provide funds quality. Those which pass these will absorb up to ~ five mile per Gougelman will also be in
for t~err_ own food, laundry and tests may be marketed, either hour crash are being prepared by contention for the presidency.
other mcidentals.
locally or with one of the national club members. In addition, the
The deadline for declaration of
·car's engine is being altered to candidacy is April 10 at 5 p.m.
The group of 20 students who game companies.
accept and operate on natural gas, Student Government campaigning
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~rathmthangasolin&
will take place between April 11
The automotive improvement and 21 with elections being held
committee of MEAS will meet April 20 and 21. Polls will be open
weekly for seminars and Thursday from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. and
instruction in how to better the 5 p.m. to 7 p.m., and Friday from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m.
entry.
The Elections Committee has
Ideal for bulletin boards.
Use as map tacks, map
Dr. Bruce Nimmo of the College requested that interested students
flags. Assorted colors.
of Engineering, advisor to the sign up at the SG office to man the
Come in clear plastic boxes
group,
explained that the group's voting polls during the election.
with self-locking snap tops.
The Student Government
frrst job during the beginning of
this quarter will be to file reports president receives $585 per quarter
and statistics on the project with and may cut his course load to
the sponsors of the competition, a seven hours. The vice president
Massachusetts Institute of earns $440 each quarter.
Technology engineering society.
Requirements for both executive
offices
are a 2.0 GPA, sophomore
Ur b an Ve h i c I e Design
Competition grew from the much class standing, and no academic or
publicized clean-air car race several social probation.
The Elections Committee,
years ago, in which American
college students prepared headed by Fred Daniels, legislative
automobiles with low emission assistant and commissioner of
elections, is planning a program
engines for a cross-country race.
consisting of musical entertainment
RETAIN YOUR OLD
However, the new competition and political speeches for April 19
CANCELLED CHECKS
will be performed on a testing from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. The
track and will include all standards committee plans to secure a local
File holds all standard size
checks. Price includes 12
to be applied to American car band for the entertainment.

CAM, PUS

Ecological Games
May Be Marketed

•

l

..

' 'Clean '' Car Prepared
For National Contest

$}52s

Four Students
Enter Names
In SG Race

$JOO to $]50

You can save

BIG MONEY

$150 to $250

If you

TAKE ADVANTAGE
of

monthly index guides. Attractive
two-tone colors.
Files nest perfectly for
compact,
easy
stacking.
Model 273.

Special Student Discounts
From FuTUre
ADVERTISERS

$395

CHICK W ITH

georg~

~stuart
133 East Robinson.

Some advertisers offer you 10-50% OFF.
Patronize them, they're helping you.
Tell them you read about their
businesses in the FuTUre

THERE'S A BIG DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
DOING A THING BETTER
AND DOING A BETTER THING
We do a better thing---BETIER!

II

KENNETH I. GRUSHKA & ASSOC.
THE ST ATE llFE INSURANCE CO.
3191 McGuire
Orlando. Florjda Suite 150

Ph. 843-6900
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Two Productions Set
For Spring Quarter

-Campus

The theatre department has scheduled two productions for spring
quarter, Sean O'Casey's "Juno and the Paycock," and the Living
Theatre's "The Legacy of Cain."
The second production, "The
O'Casey's play, t.o be presented
May 4, 5 and 6, deals with the Legacy of Cain," will be presented
effects of the 1920's Irish Rebellion May 20, 21 and 23. "Legacy" is
on a tenement family in Dublin. Dr. experimental theatre utilizing
SORORITY RUSH
David Mays, director of the play, multi-media techniques of film,
The four FTU sororities, under said it is concerned primarily with slides, live and recorded music.
the sponsorship of the Panhellenic the breakdown of the Irish family
This play will "bombard the
Council, will sponsor informal unit due to sociological forces. He senses with input," according to
By Fran Elliot
spring rush beginning this week added that although "Juno" occurs director Jim Fay. He said the plot
. . Sororities
participating
R o11"ms Co11 ege ' s recen t pro duc t"ton o f "Th e v·1s1"t" has an ..mt ngumg
Delta Delta
Delt zetaare
TauSororas,
Al ha in 1922, it "could be tomorrow." structure is simple, dealing with
plot, translated and adapted from the German play, but 1t takes a d Ty
a,
P
The part of Juno Boyle, the man's slavery to the systems of life:
see~ingly long time ~o ~ach the climax of the story. Although the an Reg~~·ration will be held today heroine, has been ranked as one of war, the state, poverty, love and
audience knows how it will most
the finest female roles ever written, death.
·
Friday
at the . deanthe
of Mays said, and she ranks with such
"The Legacy of Cain" is
likely
tum out, because of the a c r o s s w e 11. T h e b e t t e 1 through
,
ff.
"h · ts" th
t th
h th performances were turned in by w 0 m e n s 0 1c e 1n
herioines as Hecuba, Cleopatra and arranged as a series of "actions,"
m t , rod'!aln ou drougt· e
Administration Building.
charac ers 1 ogue an reac ions, Cheney, Derby, Christopher Murray R g· t t· f
.11 b $2
d mrls Hedda Gabler. Cheryl Caroncino tied together through a st.oryteller,
t
. as the teacher, and some local e IS ra ton ee w1 e ' an i:.•
•
1
f J
' to be protrayed by Connie Evans.
th l . till b"t f
th:tp
ISiss an~o~so t.oa :~:;'u~~ children who gave authenticity to may sign up between 10 a.m. and 3 has been tenative y cast or uno s As the narrator speaks the actors
m
part.
P· ·
the town scenes.
Alth ou gh O'Casey c1~ 1·riie d h"IS will mime the scene.
one' s n"ght ·
Parties will be given by the
Students involved in production
The plot revolves around the
Although it is difficult to
T
f
h
A .1 816 play as tragedy, Mays said there is a
citizens of a German town (Gullen), explain in detail the significance of ~on ies .~! ~s ~fs . rn -th' great amount of raucous comedy include Rick Belcher, designer;
e soron ies . w
m orm
e which serves to point out the Charles Black and Shari Lestergeon,
their dilemma of proverty, and many details of the plot of the
their ·reactions to an offer of play, the important basic thought rush_ees of. the times and _places of pathetic elements of the play.
Jighting and Joe Akerman,
.unmedi at e wealth . 0 ne o f th e was expressed by Schill when he parties.
be thpicked
upf
"Juno " occurs cinematography.
M da Bids
A .1may
The
action
in
.
d
17
w~~eJ~ ofh~e. ' m e ean
amidst a three-sided struggle TEACHING APPLICATIONS
world's richest and most eccent:nc said, "People die, not towns."
women, Madame Zachanass:ran
..---------------,between the Irish Free Staters who
All students planning to
·(played by Elizabeth Cheney)
desire united, independent
participate
in the College of
arrives at her birthplace, willing to
Ireland, the Separatists who desire
Education's
Senior
Year Student
give the town millions if they will
two Irelands and the English. Mays
Teaching,
fall
quarter,
1972, must
show her "justice." But to Madame
James Shevill's one-act play, said the situation is comparable t.o
Z, "justice" means putting to death
An eight.minute mm entitled "The Master," will be presented that in modem N>rthern Ireland, submit their application prior to
the love of her youth who fathered "Extinct," produced by student Pat at 6 p.m. Wednesday in the the problems being only slightly April 14. Application forms are
available in CB 320·
her child and then betrayed her by Kelly, has been entered in this Science Auditorium as the different.
·
marrying a rich girl in the village.
month's Sinking Creek Film second in a series of five one-act
Although the town's citizens see Celebration in Greenville, Tenn. Dr. plays to be staged during the
an opportu~ty to rebuild theh; Harry Smith of the theatre spring quarter. Directed by
factories and they begin to fee] department, who viewed the film Charlie Black and starring
their bankruptcy will end, they still last Tuesday prior to its entry, said Christine Carpenter and Rick
claim to defend their popular there was some trouble with sound Belcher, the play is highly
fellow citizen, Ant.on Schill (played synchronization which will be impressionistic and will be
by Peter Derby), against this unfair remedied before the film is shown followed by a rap ses.sion for
request. However, as they start to at the festival. He added that the interested students and faculty
enjoy the pos.sibilities of wealth by film will be shown at FTU when it members.
Shevill 's "The Space Fan"
charging new shoes, clothes and is returned from Tennessee.
food, it is obvious that the
Another film, produced and was presented last week, and the
inevitable will occur.
directed by a group of students, is remaining plays in the series will
· f ru strati ng t o wa t ch schill still "in ~he can," Smith said, be scheduled at irregular
It IS
try t.o make the townspeople realize awaiting final printing and sound intervals through the quarter.
the horrible thing they're doing, striping. The film, directed by Joe The plays to be produced will be
because prospen•ty f or them means Akerman and co-written by Tennessee Williams' '"27
death for him. When asked "Is Ackerman and Terry Crisp, is about Wagons," Sean O'.Casey's
·
·
?" Schill
prospenty
a cnme.
,
repl.ies, World War II, and has no title yet. "Pound on Demand" and
427 Altamonte Ave. (HWY 436)
"It depends on how you pay."
The movie was undertaken in an August Strindberg's "The
Altamonte S rin
Fl 32701
Eventually, Madame Z succeeds in independent study class last spring, Stronger."
her request. She says, "The world and production was begun in
made me a whore, I intend to make summer of 1971, partially utilizing
the old Theatre Tent for some
the world a brothel."
Although slow moving, there are scenes. Its producers had hoped to
some good scenes, particularly enter it also in the Sinking Creek
when the village hunts for a panther festival, but the developing was not
on the loose, when they finally completed in time for the April 1
have a "trial" and kill Schill, and deadline.
some of the group scenes.
Smith said the film will be
JSpecially effective is the use of the screened as soon as it arrives on
sound, the lights from the back of campus and will later be shown for
the theatre for approaching trains, anyone interested in viewing it. He
and the use of the middle aisle for added that he expected it to arrive
entrances and exits. Unfortunately, "hopefully" by the middle of the
the few bits of humor didn't come month.

~Glances

Rollins 'Visit' Slow

::e

Short Mov1e
•
T 0 Be Sh0Wfl

°

One - Act Plays

':
'
/e;v. 1£~ae e;cet

?124- ;ti~
""~

hw1

I, tJtJtJ

J~·-tf4.,-S""J129-e
C\..O~HES ~Lte5

Sans Souci ... · carefree living ... nestled under on
abundance of orange bearing fruit trees on Geneva
Drive in Oviedo. Three bedroom, two baths homes with
wall to wall carpeting include a dinette and dining
room as wel I as a two car garage.
Add to this a one-third acre of lot that gives one
plenty of room to romp in and you hove it a 11. Carefree
living in ·Sans Souci. For more informati~n, cal I C.D .
Thompson Real Estate. 365-5362.

C. D. THOMPSON
REAL ESTATE
DIAL 365-5362.

To obtain yours, see any member of Tour Guides at
the Village Center Patio.

April 3-4-5 and 6 only.
Applies only to those who did not recieve one during
regular registration.
Try it, you'll like it... the whole thing.
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FuTUre
ENTERTAINMENT
Places To See, Things To Go, People To Do

'Last Picture Show' Is Nostalgic
By Fran Elliot

PAULETI'E THERMENOS, this week's FuTUre Friday Girl, is a
sophomore psychology major from Baltimore. Md.

In this time of ·ours when
audiences are fond of reliving the
past, "The Last Picture Show." set
for a long run at one of the
N orthgate Triple Theatres,

This 5'3" beauty likes to go the beach, dance and play ping
pong and piano. She would like to be able to visit Europe someday, and
especially Greece. (Photo by Ed Burton.)

that is transmitted is at times
overwhelming. The faces of the
teenage boys, the eyes of Sam, the
;town "philosopher" and the tired
11ooks of the women all tell the tale

protected by S:mny and Sam very
nicely. But it is Ben Johnson as
Sam who does such a beautiful job
in summing up the futile state of
existence in the town when he says,

--------------------------~ l~&~~m~~m~all~e~y~p~~d~~in~ffdin~qasare~~~d~m~~o~a

ENTERTAINMENT

Florida State Theatres: Tickets 75 ¢

1950s. A blockbuster of reality, the
movie is alternately casual and
subtle, then harsh and hardhitting.
It has biting sarcasm and crude
language and symbols, yet possesses
honest, tender moments.
Held together extremely well by
the use of music from the times
rather than one theme song, the
authenticity is depicted e~en
further through the use of detailed
scenes, costumes and props, such as
letter jackets, Tums, "Colliers"
magazine, tight sweaters, 45 r.p.m.
records, Oreo cookies, short-shorts,
thick, white socks and tuning in to
such radio and TV shows as "Strike
It Rich,'' "Show of Shows," and
movies like "Father of the Bride"
with a young, innocent Elizabeth
Taylor. Such a list could go on and

bad situation, "It could have been
worse. -- You can say that about
just anything."

life in a small town. As Sam told
the boys when he was disgusted
with their behavior one night, "I've
been around trashy behavior all my
life, so go away."
Jeff Bridges as Dwayne, Tim
Bottoms as Sonny and model
Cybill Shepherd as Jacy, a
beautiful selfish trouble-m~er in
her own rlght, all do excellent jobs
of acting. Tim Bottoms' younger
brother plays the sweet sad role of
a slow young boy 'loved and
·

It will be a surprise if "The Last
Picture Show" doesn't win some of
the Oscars for which it has been
nominated. Per:haps this movie is an
indication of good things to come
and, hopefully, it won't be the last
picture show to help us in reliving a
time, a feeling, a way of life in the
past.

Music, Sneakers, Movies
rt"""o
Hz.ghlz.ght vc Program
.l ~
'./:'

jon.

' The Texas accents are soft but
true. The audience always has the
feeling of being a part of the times
and a part of the small Texas town
where the movie takes place. There
are a number of everyday situations
depicted which add to the realism,
such as the kidding about the high
school's poor athletic record and
the "big talk" of the town's youth.
The movie was made in stark
black and white which adds to its
effectiveness, probably because
most of the movies made during the
early 1950's were done
inexpensively in black and white

WOMETCO Theatres: Park East and Park West

"Nicholas and Alexandra"
SPECIAL RESERVED TICKETS

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~e~ap~~ar~dpl

TICKETS AVAILABLE IN SG OFFICE
LR209

~iiiiii.1--iiiiiiiiiiiiiiJiiiiiiiiiiiiii!ii~

It is the sincerity of the acrors in
their characterizations that hits the
h_ardest. The sadness, the empathy

ma

Want to Save?
Wigs
Furs
Tires
Batteries
Auto Repairs
Tape Decks
Prescriptions
Cameras
Furniture

30%
25%
40%
35%
15%
500/o
10%

20%

Sewing Machines
Color TV
Carpets
Musical Instruments
Refrigerators
Brakes
Diamonds
Watches & Jewlery

300/o
10%
50%
15%
10%
10%
20%
100/o

25%

Participating merchants (over 800) in your area are offering
these discounts to KIB card holders. Regularly $25 'p er
. year, to college students $20.

American humorist Mark Twain
will return to life for an evening on
May 8, as John Chappell presents
"Mark Twain Tonight!" in the
Science Auditorium at 8: 30 p.m.
Black Culture Week will be
celebrated by the VC, which will
be presenting "Soul, Inc." in
concert April 12.
The spring formal is scheduled
for May 20 at the Park Plaza
Hotel's Granada Room, and "Bits
and Pieces" will be the band.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Adm~~on ~ $2 p& pe~on, and
dress is formal-semi formal. Tickets
will be sold beginning May 1.
newest and friendliest college lounge
Also included this quarter will
be Bernard Kalb, NBC newscaster
ho accompanied President
ichard Nixon to China.

CENTRAL FLORIDA' s

I Post T. Loonge '

DANCE TO

FREE RIDE

Wray Putney

XIB Manager
3311 2nd Ave.
Mims, FL 32754·

Please emoll me as a KIB card holder
at the Feb. special of $18.50. I will
receife a savings directory and KIB
card, good for 1 year.

Name:_....~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,

Addre~·~-~~-~~~-~~~~~~~~~

S.S. No. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _..,

.

· Wagon Wheel Ranch
Ho Rs Es

FOR RENT
RIDING l~J°STRUCTION .

APPEARING :fl1TTEL Y 9 - 2
ROCK MUSIC AT IT'S BEST
Tuesdays-Free Highballs to Ladies
(9 P. M. to 2 A. M.)

17-92 at Dog Track rd.,

LDIP•~ (Look tor the_Dog T...:k Sign)

~

I

Make r8servations now
for Ovemi111 Camping Trip .
on Horatback, Mardi ·11.·
Plenty of good ~I
Call 568-4411.
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Activity Calendar

State Offers

THE CLIJB FOOT

For~pStudy~~~~~~~~~~~

For Credit

By OlmStead Paws, Jd.L

I have had my super-sleuth staff out for the entire spring break
scraping around this campus for some good bits of information and
scandal, but the entire staff, both Mariuta and Alvin, got locked in the
heater closet in the Library all week, and, as a result, both got hot, wet,
and lost twenty-three pounds to the steam, whicli is why there is very
little copy to be contained in this particular column, regardless of the
doubtless volumes of informations which should be included, but is
not, which brings us to the beginning of this weeks epistle and that
dubious honor is to be held by the creative brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha who, en masse, wasted their break at the beach ogling at the
teeny-boppers and staging salt-water drinking contests, while staying in
the languid resort areas of Daytona Beach, in quarters provided by Bart
Barnes, the chief HooHaa of all the local LXA's, who, incidentally, are
planning on a super new recruitment program, and have plans to get
Rodney Blankenship high at a smoker, or something like that, and are
gearing up for the truly manly sport of softball, the season of which iS
soon coming up in intramurals, which leads us to another sport:
Democrat hunting, the season of which opens tomorrow at 11:00 in the
Library building (room 210, to be specific) during a Young Democrats
Club meeting, which, strangely enough, is the same time the Sociology
Club is meeting in the Engineering Building in room 121 with their new
officers, which include Sheila Johns, as the new chief sociologist, and
Douglas Schaab, as the new assistant socher, who are allegedly planning
a Sociology conference with other great sociology-type people for some
time in May, but, until that time, the club _is planning to hear Dr.
Robert S. Miller lecture on how he-recently toured Russia (known as
'Big Red' to those who have been there), and chatted with the natives,
who are also invited to his lecture which would logically lead us to
somewhere in the islands, but instead, in this case, since I am not
known for brilliant logic, to the announcement of the winners of the
chess tournament for the Winter quarter, who are: Steve Rajtar, in first
place; Allan Dragton, in second place; Steve Jung, in third place; and
Dan Smith in fourth place and, as far as I know, there were more than
four participants, at least I hope so, for Dan Smith's honor's sake, and
for the sake of the honor of the Chess club, which meets, for those who
are interested, in Eng. 202 on Tuesday nights at 7:00 p.m. and,
according to usually reliable sources, welcomes 'all students to come to
either participate in chess games, or learn how to play, which sounds
like a good deal to me, if your're sick of playing chinese checkers or
basketball in intramurals, of which, I understand the Delta Darlings
from Delta Delta Delta {which is next to Levvy, Levvy, Levvy) are still
undefeated in the girls' division, which is lucky, since the entire team is
made up of girls (more or less) who are all members of Tri-Delta, which,
I have been told, was given a large needlepoint of their crescent by their
alumnae, who are all suffering from stuck-fingeritis after working all
month on the said project, which I could use right now to lie down on
and sleep after completing the single most incredible sentence I have
ever, in my entire literary career, written.
Any donations for this mess in the future should be sent to the
FuTUre, P.O. Box 2500, in care of me, if anyone cares.

'Florida Review' Staff
Pian S Spr1·ng Ed•t•Oil
I I

TODAY

The University of Florida
Center for Latin American Studies
is presenting a program of living
experience with the Spanish
language and Colombian culture at
the Universided de los Andes in
Bogota, Colombia, for students of
the Florida State University
system. This program provides for
one or two semesters of resident
work at one of the private
universities in Latin America.
Prior to admission to the
program, the student must present
a letter from his advisor or registrar
to the effect that they will accept
the courses he plans to take at
Universidad de los andes as credit
toward his U.S. degree.
Before applying for the program
the student must have completed
at least 48 quarter .hours of college
or university work and have an
academic average of 2.5 or better
on all work.
Language requirements include
a minimum of four quarters of
college level Spanish.
Tuition is approximately $380
per semester and housing will run
about $75 per month. Travel costs
are $243 from Miami to Bogota or
$313 from Gainesville to Bogota.
For further information write:
Director, Center for Latin
American Studies, 319 G.S.I.S.,
University of Florida, Gainesville,
Florida, 32601.

Suspense and intrigue surround

"Z", the first university movie. It

Men'-s softball entry deadline.
10 a.m.-3 p.m.--Student
Government book exchange
redemption, LR 243.
Photography exhibit: Lorran
Meares, library lobby,
through April 14.
Noon-3 p.m.-Swirnming pool
open.
Declaration of candidacy for
SG president and vice
president, LR 218.
10 a.m.- Movie on EXPLO
'72, VC breezway.
7:30 p.m.-Baseball: FTU vs.
Lyndon State, Tinker Field.
8 p.m.--Dorm students'
exercise program, Multi
Purpose Room.

Last day to apply for
graduation fot students who
complete degree
requirements at end of
spring quarter.
11 a.m.--Village Center
Discover Series:
"Abortion," VC Green.
Noon-3 p.m.-Swirnming pool
open.
Declaration of candidacy for
SG president and vice
president, LR 218.
10 a.m.-Movie on EXPLO '72,
VC breezeway.
11 a.m.--Meetings: Men's
Softball Captains (P.E.
Bldg.); Aqua Knights (LR
245); Delta Sigma Pi (LR
212); Chi Phi Delta (AD
162); Delta Sigma Pi
Chapter (LR 233); Delta
Sigma Pi Pledge (LR 239);
Latter-day Saints (LR 211).
1 p.m.-Golf: FTU vs. Embry
Riddle, Sugar Mill Golf
Course.

-------------1
WEDNESD Ay

C o m p a n y ,

B u r-

roughs-Wellcome, AD 225.
Noon-3 p.m.-Swimming pool
open.
Declaration of candidacy for
SG president and vice
president, LR 218.
10 a.m.-Movie on EXPLO '72,
VC breezeway.
12: 30 p.m.--Golf: FTU vs.
Florida Presbyterian
College, St. Leo College,
Tinker Field.
4 p.m.-SG Senate meeting, CB
115.

Job

placement interview:.

ll~m.er__<>;c8rg:~v!°Se~!;
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Janet, Happy Easter and all my
love-from Shelby
Shawn! Thanks again. Kathy
Hi there, Nancy and Lee! Just a
springy hello-Hope Easter was a
goodie. Love, maj.

'llUllUlll 1111

servicu
mn.tHI

mnmnm
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Typing in my home. Experienced in
all types of college papers and
resumes. 50 cents double-spaced
page. More information-call Mrs.
Hubley 859-2929.

f Qr rent
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the Los Angeles Herald-Examiner,
"Abortion," VC Green.
the Los Angeles Times and the
8:30 p.m.-·'z", Engineering
The most recent addition to the growing list of FTU publications is the Stanford University Daily.
Auditorium, 50 cents.
"Florida Review," a literary magazine scheduled for first release in May.
Noon-3 p.m.-Swirnming pool
The "Review" staff, headed by Doug Frazeur, editor-in-chief, has set D
[
7\ T
D
[
open.
high standards and goals for the
r
1 "0 .r
t
Declaration of candidacy for
·
"We are porn
· t•m g t o ward
SG president and vice
magazme.
t "b .
dd' ·
k ill
a magazine with national respect conn utmns, a it1onal wor s w
president, LR Zl8.
. wh'1ch will spoti·1ght th'e be accepted
and will be considered
e rO em
10 a.m.-Movie on EXPLO
someth mg
.
• 2 vc b
·
creative writing potential of FTU's for . ei~her the May or fall
& '
reezeway.i,
. ,,
State Insurance Commissioner
;~~O J~i;:-~::::a11~:egrue,
students and will aid in establishing publicat~?n. .
the university as a leading center
~e Flonda ReVI~w ,will be Tom O'Malley said that many
Field.
for creative writing,'' said Frazeur. publish~d by th~ presidents office out-of-state students, driving their . .------------~

au ty

Job placement interviews:
Travelers Insurance

TUESDAY

will be shown at 8: 30 p.m....
Wednesday, Friday and Saturday,
in the Engineering Auditorium.
"Z" was selected as the best
P icture of the year by the National
Society of Film Critics, the New

~~~~ne~u:ie cg~~~~goth;un~~~~~

THuRsDAY

"" m 1m1w1 -'- .tlllllll

New, 2-bedroom duplexes 4 mi. N
of FTU in Oviedo. $150/mo.
includes carpets, central heat &air,

Vi~~~G~ ~st~j~tR10GEwooo

wanted
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Male student to share two bedroom
apartment at University Hylands.
Call Jon at 277-2034 after 5 or
831-4110 anytime.
Male student needs living quarters
in FTU area. Prefer to share with

'l~J~~e-On;~g~ ~~a~~.n.F~~i~~~7~
Call 904-672-3842 on weekends.

~~~~~~~will~~d~~~~~~~~~q~&~--------------------------,
Browne,
copy editor and fiction Fraze.ur . explarned . that t~e schools may have purch~d no
edit . J h0 M
.
fi1 ti
magazme 1s currently m the bid fault insumnce unnecessarily.
or, Co 1 Oyanl runartg, ndi~tn ~ Jon stage and will oost about $1,500.
If students haven't changed their
dito
r; aro
er
e d or,
ay
Fu nds J.Or
~
th e "ReVIew
· " h ave been permanent residency
·
·
e
T
di~
A
la
and are still
1
ay or, versde ti~
r,. atan t nge
allocated from the activity and covered under their parents' policy
Tu
mer, pro uc on ~sIS. n •
service fee budget.
then they don't have to buy ~
The first pubhcation, 5,000
The advisor for the "Review"
te Ii · Fl 'd
copies will include approximately
. .
' separa po cy m on a.
'
f
ti
ti
fi
t'
English
mstructor
Laurence
Wyatt,
For
clarification or appropriate
50
0
0
pagesd art ~ ~h not IC ionf made a point of keeping hands off action take the name of the agent
prodras~ an d ~0 t e horm ~ the venture. "This is a student and the policy number to the
· t~gs. anth P o~p s..11 be publication primarily for students," nearest State Insurance Department
en nes m
e magazme WI
e h
'd • Headd ed tha t th e st aff IS
·
·
· ·
·
select edb y th e e dit on·a1 st a ff. Al so " e sai
tre l
bl
d
1 t l Field . Office or wnte to
.
will b
ex me y capa e an comp e e y Commissioner O'Malley.
. th fi t 15
to ap~em: m
e. irs. sue
. e devoted to their venture."
the wmmng entries m the Flonda - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . . .
Poetry Contest, sponsored by the
creative writing program of the
.
English department.
Aplace of barrels, sand, scent, and wax
The $400 in prize money from
the contest will be divided among
0
four categories. Winning enb1-es
sand candles, decorative candles , all sizes, shapes, and col11s
from the non-student adult, junior
and senior college, and junior and
senior high school categories will
receive $100. In the elementary
delicate ships, animals, zodiac signs
.school category, prizes will be $50,
3604 Aloma Avenue
$30 and $20 for the top three
523 Pd Avenue S·, Winter Pd Phone 644-6734
entrants.
Winter Park
The "Review" editors are
planning two issues per year, in fall
phon~ 671-3553
and spring quarter, with hopes of
quarterly publication in the future.
"Review" will be free of charge and
will carry no advertising. Frazeur
noted that although the staff had
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• hes
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for Fast Service
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Candles
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VC Green, Folk Fest Scene
By Beth Weilenman

The Spring Folk Festival opened
the entertainment season at FTU
Wednesday as seven professional
folksingers filled the campus with
music which ranged from blues to
blue grass to contemporary
folk-rock.
This was the second festival; the
first was held spring quarter, 1971
and like this year was presented on
the Village Center Green nonstop
from morning to afternoon.
All the performers are
Florida-based, although most have
performed nationwide. The festival
starred Gamble Rogers, whose
music was featured at the Florida
Pavilion of the New York World's
Fair and who once was a member·
of the Serendipity Singers; Jim
Ballew and Paul Champion, who
have been appearing together
locally in restaurant lounges; Bob
Patterson, who has played folk
clubs throughout the East; Charlie
Robertson, who also performs in
folk clubs, Will McCiean, often
known as "Florida's troubador in
residence"; Elizabeth Corrigan of
the Kingston Trio's Whiskyhill
singers, and Teri Bagby, who is
recording an album with Miss
Corrigan.
The only sad part of such a
concert of talent is that
unfortunately it conflicts with
classes, some of which must be

DISCOUNTS
RECORDS
STEREOS
POSTERS
INCENSE
Across From
Winter Park Dodge

attended, thereby causing some
students to miss a portion of the
show-often entire acts. This was
the case here, therefore individual
performances by Will McLean, Jim
Ballew and Paul Champion have not
been reviewed.
·
Bob Patterson, if anything, has
improved since last year. Patterson
plays a 12-string guitar, according
to Gamble Rogers, "the way
nobody should." He uses styles
similar to those used for six-string
guitar, yet adapts them to his
instrument's advantage. Aid people
who play that well are not
supposed to get better! His was a
beautiful performance of songs
written both by himsel~ and other
composers.
Rogers returned with his
Southern Gothic music style, and
fascinating monologue about such
folk as his "connection,
Agamemnon," who was a
philosopher .o f such wise sayings as,
"An expert is a normal man away
from home," and who prayed,
"Lord, forgive me the little tricks I
played on You and I'll forgive the
big one You played on me."
Rogers has an easy-going
narrative style which is smooth and
carefully phrased without becoming
a slick delivery. His best song
perhaps was "Folsom Prison Blues"
in which his guitar provided the
sound of a train, complete with
whistle.
Charles Robertson, who seems
to favor the black arts in his songs,
was a newcomer to the festival.
"Gamble Rogers sings folk Gothic,''
he said. "My music is more
Okefenokee acid rock." Actually
his is a style which incorporates
both flat and finger picking, both
of which he does well. The songs
which he does not write himself
come from sources ranging from
John Stuart of the Kingston Trio to
Jeannie C. Riley. of "Hamer

Valley" fame.
His .own ·lyrics are particularly
beautiful. There were a few times,
however, that his guitar mike
outdid his voice mike, and some
lyrics were lost to the listener.
Elizabeth Corrigan and Teri
Bagby returned to sing intricate
harmonies in their original songs.
These women work together very
well musically, both vocally and
instrumentally, with Elizabeth
flatpicking a rhythm to
complement left-handed Teri's
picking.
The crowds were somewhat
smaller this year than last, and the
sky kept suggesting rain most of the
day. The talented set of performers
are appearing soon at Rollins and
other Florida colleges, presenting
approximately the same style show
which was organized last year by
the Village Center.

FTU Prof Named
Engineer Of Year
Dr. David L. Block, assistant
dean of engineering has been
selected Engineer of the Year by
the Central Florida chapter of the
Florida Engineering Society. The
award was given to Dr. Block for
meritorious service to "A Better
Tomorrow though Technology",
A MONTAGE of some of the participants in last week's Spring
which was this year's Engineer's Folk Festival includes Jim Ballew and Bob Patterson. The program
Week theme.
Block has been a member of the helped FTU usher spring in, although many cannot recall when it left,
FWfa~ty~~ 196 ~andh~_l_~_y_e_ar_._W_h_o_t_o_b_y_I_k_e_s_p_in_o_L_)_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
worked for several years with

~!~:~s'::~f~:::~~~~~:· He

Lake Eola Cleanup Planned
f rp
h F.acu[ty
?r By Team 0
.L ec

One of six faculty members
chosen for ~he 1911 edition
"Ou tstandrng Educators in
America," Block has been closely
A team consisting of six FTU professors and five pollution control
associated with the planning of agencies submitted a five-point plan for cleaning Lake Eola to the
graduate programs in engineering. Orlando City Commission on March 23.
He is coordinator for the RETRO
The plan suggests lowering the ------------------------~
involved in the project are the
program.
lake to the ten-foot water depth Orange County Pollution Control
contour, clearing the debris from . Department, the Florida
the lake bottom, refilling the lake, Department of Pollution Control,
then providing more street cleaning the Florida Game and Fresh Water
and installing screening devices Fish Commi~s.ion, Adaman
over the drains in the surrounding Associates. and Environmental
area. The commission will consider Engineering, Inc.
the plan this week and, if
The project's planning stage
approved, it may be i:rpplemented began nearly three months ago
when the Commission assigned the
around the middle of April.
The FTU faculty members of group the task of researching and
the · team include Dr. Martin P. developing a practical plan for
Wanielista, civil engineering; Dr. restoring the lake's purity, within
Waldron M. McLellon, civil the confines of the city's budget.
engineering; Mr. Robert N. The research stage began February
Gennaro, biological sciences; Dr. 14 when the Commission approved
Thomas L. Chesnut, biological a '$1500 grant to be used for
· sciences, and Dr. Marshall J. Mann, chemicals and supplies, and for
biological sciences.
hiring eight FTU students to assist
The pollution control a~encies in the project.
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Senate Committee Report
.-===============i"resulted in competition among
faculty members to establish
personal recognition and status
Due to the possible impact it based on publication rather than
may have on all state universities classroom performance. In
and community colleges, the addition, a review of catalog listings
FuTUre is reprinting the entire of course offerings suggests that
study report delivered to the some courses may have been
Florida Senate by the senate developed to satisfy the personal
interests of individual faculty
committee on universities and members and a handful of students
community colleges.
rather than to meet the needs of
large numbers of students in a
rapidly changing technological era.
The committee wonders what
procedures are used to determine if
March 1972
new courses are needed and if the
taxpaying public, including the
It is the responsibility of the students to be served, have any real
legislature in general and the opportunity to be heard on matters
Florida Senate committee on relating to the curriculum. While we
universities and community colleges would oppose the concept of
in particular to develop and requiring ou r insitutions of higher
establish broad goals and objectives; learning t o accept and develop
determine broad priorities; courses re lated t o every passing fad
recommend adequate funding" and whim, the committee does believe
review implementation of ooth that responsiveness to the broad,
legislative intent and law with general needs of society and
r eference to public higher responsiveness to student needs
education in Florida. It is the might be given more careful and
further responsibility of the serious consideration by our
legislature ana of this committee to colleges and universities.
insure that public institutions and
Further, while much of the
agencies are responsible to the student conaern in our institutions
wishes and the needs of the people has been concentrated on rules and
and that they are also accountable regulations governing student
for their programs and activities.
conduct, we sense an increased
While this is true with respect to desire on the part of students to be
every governmental unit, it is involved in curriculum matters and
especially true of public education the instructional process including
because the programs and activities evaluation of faculty performance
in education affect directly the lives in the classroom.
of our young people. In addition,
This committee is cognizant of
public education in Florida spends many examples of both academic
approximately two-thirds of the and administrative excellence and
monies appropriated from the of the generally high calibre of
general revenue fund as well as a students, faculty and staff in our
considerable amount of monies public junior colleges and
from trust funds.
universities; but this report, if it is
The legislature should not to serve its purpose of pointing out
involve itself in the day-to-day guidelines for improvement in such
administration of any governmental institutions, must address itself to
agency or institution. The executive what the committee believes to be
branch, including the agency and unwise,
improper, illegal or
institutional heads, is responsible undesirable practices, procedur:es or
for such
activities. But the conditions within higher education.
legislature has an obligation to hold
The organizational structure for
educational as well as other the governance of higher education
administrators responsible for currently centers around the
proper implementation of law and cabinet sitting as the State Board of
for proper responsiveness to the Education; the State Department of
people of Florida.
Education including the divisions of
The committee observes from community colleges and of
findings enumerated in this repor1 universities; the Board of Regents;
that public confidence in state local school boards (to a limited
supported education has waned extent); junior college local boards
drastically during the past several of trustees, and institutional
years. Educators charged with the administrators.
development of polkies which
During more than a year of
should result in educational intensive study, the committee has
excellence, have, to the contrary come to the conclusion that
permitted practices which have organiza_!ional changes are

24 HOURS - 7 DAYS A WEEK

OVIEDO CHILD CARE
& KINDERGARTEN
3 & 4 year-old kindergarten
1 acre fenced playground
hot lunches

necessary if higher education is to
be
p r o p e rIy
responsive
mdaccountable to the taxpayers of
this state, and if responsibility for
policies, procedures and practices
are ta be pinpointed clearly. In this
regard, the committee finds that
there is a need for a policy board to
determine broad policies, and that
the administration of the . State
University System should repose in
the hands of an administrator.
A I though the committee is
pleased to note the attention that
the Board of Regents has devoted
to policy matters during the last
several months, and the greater
delegation by the board to the
chancellor of many administrative
matters, it should be pointed out
that this attention reflects the
policy of the current board and
could easily be altered by policy
decisions of subsequent boards. To
help resolve the situation, the
ju r is diction,
duties
and
responsibilities of the board and of
the chancellor should be defined
clearly by law.
The statement that "we do not
have a university system, but rather
a system of universities" holds true
even today. There is still a lack of
systemwide policies and procedures
that
lend
themselves to
standardization despite some
improvements that have been made
recently.
We find need for more effective
articulation between the junior
colleges and universities.
We find that students cannot
transfer freely from one university
to another within our State
University System without loss of
time or credits or both. Time spent
in residence in one university does
not
satisfy the residency
requirement of another university
within the same system.
We find little evidence to
in~icate that a serio~s ~ffort is
being made to determme 1f course
requirements and degree programs
meet the needs of today, and
especially the needs of the labor
market today.
We find little evidence to
indicate that the "publish or
perish" philosophy is being altered
and that superior classroom
performance is being emphasized,
recognized
and
rewarded
adequately.

We find great disparity among, for additional buildings at the same
as well as within, the university time that they fail to meet current
faculties with respect to salaries. standards for space use.
While pay scales have been set by
We find universities engaging in
law for virtually all other state overseas programs without the prior
employes, no pay scales have been approval, much less the knowledge
established by law for university of the legislature.
faculties.
We find universities continuing
We find that for at least the last to expend public funds for
five years no tenured member of a non-public purposes despite
faculty within the State University legislation, auditor's reports and
System has been dismissed for opinions of the attorney general
cause, including incompetence or pointing out the impropriety of
any other justifiable cause. The such expenditures.
number of tenured faculty during
We find that although the Board
this time period ranged from 1,000 of Regents requires a balanced
_ 1,603. It strikes the committee as public forum in our universities, the
unusual that out of this large preponderance of out-side speakers
number of employes, none is appearing at our universities seem
incompetent and none has engaged to reflect a "liberal " "leftist " or
in any activity which would cause "radica l" point of vi~w.
'
him to be subject to dismissal. The
We find language appearing in
picture is substantially the same in student publications that not only
the junior colleges, although there does not reflect any serious
have been a few dismissals from attention to acceptable standards of
junior colleges.
journalism, but in some instances is
We find faculty members obscene. Student publications are
insisting that they are and should pu bl"ished with public funds.
be treated as professionals at the University presidents are the
same time that efforts are being publishers. Student publications
made to organize faculty unions on sh o u Id be required to meet
our campuses.
reasonable standards of decency
We find that despite legislative and good taste, or the presidents
intent to the contrary, our should suspend publication.
universities still do not operate
One issue which has caused us
fully on a year-round basis. Neither grave concern and in which we have
the Board of Regents nor the found a lack of responsiveness in
universities has taken the necessary the past is that of the moral climate
steps to insure that a relatively on our university campuses. We
equal number of students enroll in have seen some changes in policy
each of the four quarters. Further, that we believe stem, in part, from
students continue to complain tt:;iat a concern shared by the Board of
some faculty have not adjusted Regents and this committee.
their ·courses to a quarter as
With respect to the moral
opposed to a trimester calendar.
climate, the committee finds that
We find budget requests based most of our university students are
on a formula, but the internal fine, intelligent young men and
allocation of funds within the women . University students
universities
bearing little generally should not be tarred with
relationship to the budgetary the same brush that applies to those
formula
upon which
thefewwho,forwhateverreasons,do
appropriations are based. We not see fit to live within the law
believe that internal allocations and within university rules and
should reflect the purposes for regulations. While we know that
which the funds were requested or serious prob1ems exist on the
that the budgetary formula should campuses, we believe that the
be changed so that when we number involved in flagrant
appropriate funds, we will know for disregard of generally accepted
what specific purposes by discipline standards of conduct or violations
and by category they will be of law and rules and regulations is
expended.
far below majority proportions.
We find space utilization
At the same time, those who do
formulas established by law, but soconductthemselvesgiveuscause
universities actively seeking funds for concern in terms of their impact
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on Universities and Colleges
on their peers. We are especially
concerned about this matter
because any lack of enforcement by
the university administrators of
university rules and regulations and
of law adds to a general weakening
of respect for adherence to the
rules that govern society, a further
weakening of the moral fibre of
society and ultimately to an
"anything goes" concept.
As a result of our studies, we
find that there is a lack of sufficient
numbers of mature, adu It,
non-student guidance and
supervisory personnel ·employed on
a full-time basis in our universities.
Such persons are needed to provide
guidance for students as well as to
insure enforcement of rules,
regulations and law.
We cannot expect students, and
especially undergraduate students,
to serve effectively in these
ca Pac ities. They I ack th~
experience, training and knowledge
required to engage successfully in
such activities. Further, because
they are of the same age level as the
studentstheyaretryingtoassistor
over whom they exercise some
supei:visory responsi~il.ities, . their
task is made doubly d1ff1cult simply
because of peer group relationships
and peer group pressures. We are
asking too much of students when
weplace~uchbur?ens.onthe~· ..
We find university fac1l1t1es
designed as bedroom, bathroom
and study areas designed for
members of a single sex being used
today as social areas for members
of both sexes.
U ~de r t. h. e . open _b~droom
dormitory v1s1tat1on pollc1e~, we
have reports of a lack of privacy;

. - - - - - - - - - - ------.

excessive noise, a lack of adequate
safety precautions to insure proper
security within dormitories, sexual
promiscuity; illegal use of alcohol;
illegal use of drugs, and non-student
visitors or non-dormitory residents
of one sex living in dormitory
rooms or suites with dormitory
residents of the other sex for
· peri~ds of time extending to
possibly as much as three months.
We find parents responding to
questionnaires about dormitory
visitation sent out either by
university administrators or student
groups which make no mention of
the fact that dormitory visitation
includes visitation in bedrooms.
We find tnat drug abuse is a
problem of serious import.
In conclusion, we should like to
make the following comments and
recommendations.
The findings upon which our
recommendations were made
relative to the moral climate on the
campuses are based upon letters,
interviews, telephone conversations,
tape recordings, depositions and
appearances before the committee
relating to incidents and activities
prior to the beginning of this
current academic year. We do not
know if the situation has improved,
deteriorated
or remained
substantially the same since that
time.
RECOMMENDATIONS

concentrate on a broad overview.
Further, restructuring should
include mechanisms for pinpointing
responsibility and accountability by
providing for a strong educational
administrator.
2. Junior colleges and public
universities in Florida should be
required to conduct in-depth
studies to determine if their
curricula are, in fact, relevant to the
needs of society today.
3. Ev a 1uation methods and
techniques designed to measure the
quality of educational offerings and
classroom performance by faculty
in our junior colleges and
universities should be developed
and applied at the earliest possible
time.
4. Those responsible for the
management of higher education
should be required to establish
clearly defined priorities set within
the broad priorities established by
the legislature. These priorities
should include programs, personnel,
finance and capital construction
and should reflect the need to
eliminate any unnecessary
duplication.
5. New budgetary formulas
should be developed. Such formulas
should include greater emphasis on
classroom teaching and should
include a proviso that would
require junior colleges and
universities to allocate · the funds
internationally on the same basis
that funds are generated.
6. To insure more effective
accountability within the State
University System, the office of
chancellor should be granted, both
by Board of Regents policy and by
1 aw,
great 1 y
increased

administrative authority and should be given to such students.
responsibility.
Questionnaires designed and
7. Educators should be distributed by the office of the
disabused of the idea that chancellor should be sent to parents
education should be totally advising them that current
insulated or isolated from the dormitory visitation involves
public at large. As vitally important - bedroom visitation and seeking the
as education is to the survival of advice and opinion of parents as to
society, it must not be divorced their views on open bedroom
from democratic processes, from visit~tion as well as visit~tio_n in the
responsiveness
and
from public areas of the dorm1tones.
accountability.
15. Applicants for admission to
8. While necessary diversity and the junior colleges and the
flexibility should be established and universiti":es should be made aware
maintained, system-wide policies of the policies, rules and regulations
s hou Id be es ta bl ished and governing student conduct on the
implemented effectively at the campus of the institution for which
junior college and university levels they are applying. This would give
in those matters which lend prospective junior college and
themselves to standardization.
university students some idea of
9. Every effort should be made what is expected of them, thus
to insure that the primary emphasis enabling them to make a
in higher education is placed on the determination of whether they wish
instruction of undergraduate, to attend the institution since
Florida resident students. Priorities failure to abide by the rules should
in terms of faculty assignments and place them in jeopardy of dismissal.
expenditures of public funds should
16. Special steps should be
reflect this emphasis.
taken to eliminate illegal drug usage
10. A pay scale reflecting equal in our institutions of higher
pay for equal work, training and learning.ltisnotenoughsimplyto
experience should be developed and report that campus drug usage only
applied in the junior college system reflects drug usage in the larger
and in the State University System society. Local boards of trustees
at the earliest possible time. All and the Board of Regents should
administrative faculty including insure that education and guidance
deans, assistant and associate deans, relative to drug usage are provided
directorsandassociateandassistant andtheyshouldinsurethatcampus
directors of academic units, and dormitory and security personnel
departmental and area chairmen are given special training in drug
1. Educational organization in
should be employed on a 12 problems including prevention,
Florida should be restructured to
months contract.
detection and law enforcement.
provide for a board responsible for
11. Before creating branch or
17. Local boards of trustees and
broad
policy making and
overseas programs, legislative the Board of Regents should give
coordination with respect to all
approval should be sought by the consideration to developing new
levels and segments of public
Board of Regents.
criteria for the selection of
education. Such a board could
12. Renewed emphasis should presidents. Perhaps the pattern
r--------------~ .-----::::::======::::====:::::-: be placed on the fact that public followed by the medica! profession
I 0 [
funds
received by public in selecting hospital administrators
U - J
IV 5" institutions or as a result of the might be reviewed to determine if
r
G5l/ operations of auxilliary activiti~s on the principles utilized in seeking
~ t
c
•, the campuses are public funds and hospital administrators might be
/
I should be expended only for public applied to seeking college and
1
purposes. This is just as true of university administrators. Certainly
trust funds, and funds acquired great emphasis should be placed on
!through sales on campus as it is of management and administrative
general revenue dollars. The Board experience as opposed to scholarly
, of Regents and local boards of capacities per se in selecting
trustees should review auditor's individuals fo.r top level
!reports and opinions of the administrative and management
attorney general very carefully and positions in higher education.
should require administrators to
18. Rules governing student
!1 adhere strictly to law in the conduct should be reviewed by
expenditure of public funds.
local boards of trustees and the
13. Faculty and staff of junior Board of Regents to determine
'---=--------------' .___..::....._.l....L_......__ ___."---...::::::....L...~..IL..JCOlteges are and should be limited their validity. If the boards hold
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should file a report with the
legislature prior to the 1973
Session. This committee will be
glad to make available its records to
assist the boards in conducting such
studies.
Robert.M. Haverfeld,
Chairman
William Dean Barrow,

Vice Chairman
Park and S3nford. Lew Brantley
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14. If the practice of permitting
open dormitory visita~ion is to be
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Goldsox Win 3 Games,
Tuttle ·H as Hot Bat
FTU won three games, including
a doubleheader sweep against
Florida Bible and a 3-2 win over
Biscayne, during the month of
March.
Jacksonville, rated by many
experts as the finest team in the
state, handed FTU its fourth loss of
the season by an 8-0 margin.
FTU retaliated by winning three
in a row. First the Goldsox
defeated Florida Bible 5-0 and 7-1
in a doubleheader. Mark Denno
pitched the shutout in the first
game, and he received credit for the
second game win whenwin when he
came on to pitch four innings of
shutout ball in relief.
As usual, Allen Tuttle led the
_____
FTU offensive by collecting seven
straight hits in the doubleheader.
~
The next day, FTU's Bill Larsen
I
scattered seven hit, allowing only!
triangular meet against the University of Jacksonville ' one earned run as the Goldsox
THE TIMING and prec1S1on needed for crew
ALLEN TUTTLE
and Florida Institute of Technology at Melbourne.
decisioned Biscayne 3-2.
racing can be seen in this birds-eye view of the FTU
On Monday and Tuesday night,
Goldsox hurler Harry Jacobs was
shell as it glides through the water recently in a
the hard luck loser in the next three FTU will play Lyndon State of
games. FTU lost to Florida Vermont at Tinker and McCracken,
Presbyterian 7-4. All seven runs and Wednesday the Goldsox take
were off Jacobs, but only two were on Housatonic, Con~.
earned as the Goldsox committed
five errors, and four in one inning.
zr
FTU and Jacobs were beaten by
0
St. Leo at Dade City 6-2, and in last
Saturday's encounter the Goldsox
lost to Tampa 7-1. Jacobs struck
By Mike Crites
out 11 in the losing cause.
The FTU golf team placed
· Facing five powerful tennis teams
Today the Goldsox will take on
.
Wayne
State
of
Detroit
in
,twelfth
out of 50 collegiate _gol~
consecutively, FTU dropped four
Jacksonville. At 2 p.m. tomorrow, te~s _after 72 holes at the Miami
matches and had one match canceled
FTU will play Embry-Riddle in ln vitational Golf .Tournament. at
due to rain. Their record dropped to
Daytona. Earlier in the season, FTU C0 ral Gables dunn~ the spnng
5-6 against schools with programs,
!
bombed Embry-Riddle 20-0.
break. Carl ~aselesk1 was the low
according to Coach Alexander
FTU golfer with a four-round total
Wood, that are much more
of 314.
-developed than FTU's.
The golf team competed against
The Knights' chances of evening
LSU,
University of Michigan, FSU,
their record were very good against
Princeton
and Michigan State,
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
among
others
at the tournament
Institute last Wednesday; results
held jointly at the Biltmore
were not available at presstime_
Country Club and the Lejune
F';rU defeated Embry-Riddle 9-U
Country Club.
earlier in the season.
MIKE DEZEEUW
NATE SMITH
FTU's coach Dr. Wood competitive spring sports program,
Jack Pantellias, coach of the
WE HAVE NEW
"Craig Linton has shown a lot of
appreciated "a very good crowd" as evidenced by Eastern Kentucky determination and hustle," said FTU extra.mural baseball club for
CLASSIFIED
AD RATES
for Tuesday's contest against University's success in major college Wood. "Linton has a 7-4 record. Jim the past three seasons, has asked to
Illinois University. The match with basketball.
be
relieved
of
his
duties,
it
was
TO SAVE YOU MONEY.
Kelahar with a 6-5 slate has been
the number two team in the Big
Cornell University, one of the playing hot and cold, but is "due to announced recently by Dr. Frank
Ten was rained out. - . Wood Ivy League's premiere teams, find himself."
Rohter, physical education
4 lines -·$1.0~.
explained that this part of the defeated the Knights in a 7-2 match
department chairman.
Wood stated, "Charlie Herring
Knights season was
Pantellias, who aslo teaches
h b
.
.
SURPLUS WORLD
on Ma re h 23 .
"over-scheduled."
Presbyterian College of the as . een ~1aymg consistently g~od school, found he was unable to
campers Headquarters
Ohio Valley Conference's top Atlantic Coastal Conference tenms, he JUSt has not been gettmg devote the necessary time to
-·
.
two teams visited the FTU campus triumphed over FTU by a score of the bre~s . .He has been losing coaching. Allen Tuttle and Tim
REAL Anny-Navy surplus and
in March. Middle Tennessee College 7-2 Wood discussed an incident 3-setters. Neil Howard has been the Gillis, team cocaptains, will handle
plenty of it!
downed FTU on March 10 by a con~erning the town of Clinton "most consistent winner on the the coaching duties until a
E.
HWY
SO-next
door to Ramada Inn
score of 6-3. On March 24, the South Carolina where the school i~ team, and has shown a lot of fight." replacement can be found.
Knights fell to Tennessee Tech, 8-1. located: · "Whe~ the school talked Wood continued, "Neil is an
The OVC is noted for its about moving a few tennis extrem~ly ~ood athlete and
scholarships to another sport the student. Herrmg has a 5-6 record
whole team marched to' the and Howard has won seven of eight
president's office in protest."
matches.
Nate Smith has a 7-4 record Bill
With three-fourths of the season
The shop that caters to the Beautiful People,
completed, nearly all the players McGrath a 2-0 and Larry Whitacre
'
are showing winning records in a 1-0.
and those who would like to be...... .
singles competition . . M~ke
Wood expects to win against
DeZeeuw, a freshman, has registered Cumberland College on April 11 at
~n 8-~ record. Woo~ commented,. home at 2 p.m., FTU's next game.
has for
J:Ie is an outstanding freshman.~ Canada's number seven junior
Mike has lost a few matches to more· player is playing number three for
experienced players.
I Cumberland.

-..,, '
,I ..........
.i..Jr,.

Net Record Slumps To 5-6
As FTU D.roPs Four Games

nz

G J1.ers .r1 ace
12th ln Meet

1

Pantellias
Resigns Job
As Coach

'. STtJF'.F TO WE!R IHC

I Spow I

Swim Team
Names Two
As Coaches

·YOU

JEANS

FTU's extramural swim club,
which is striving to get organized,
recently got a needed boost when it
was announced that Frank
McCormick and Steve Kessler
would share the coaching duties.
Both are experienced in handling
swimmers. McCormick, who is an
adjunct to the physical education
staff, was once on the USA swim
_.., · team himself. He later coached the
Chicago city swim team where his
teams won three city

SKINNY RIBS

LOW CUT CORDS

_ELEPHANT BELLS

champ~nsh~sandtwoconfuren~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

titl~~ssler
also has had a great deal
of coaching experience. He has

~

coached swim teams in Ohio,
Illinois, and most recently at Jones
High School in Orlando.. While he
attended the University of
Cincinatti, he was the Ohio
freestyle champion in the 50 and
100-yard distances.
The two coaches scheduled a
meeting for Tuesday at 4 p.m. at
the PE Building. For other
information~ call exft. ·2 409: · ·

BUT,
BUT,
BUT.........

.

SKY 0IVING I

and

•

Learn Sport

Other nice things to cover your body.

PARACHUTING

~-..-....

Come in and dig it...

·-.,, .. .>

The oldest and most experienced
club in Florida offers expert training.
call Bill Goldhammer
or Bob Favreau

BODY SUITS

671-5317
894-7483

625 N.. Atlantic Ave.
Cocoa Beach, Fla.
Ph. 783-6194

Winter Park Mall
Winter Park, Fla..
Ph. 647-6195

Merrit Square
Merrit Island, Fla.
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Baseball Nostalgia
Bv Shelbv Strother

Last weekend while watching
UCLA win the national basketball
championship against Florida State,
I was reminded several times by
Curt Gowdy and others that
baseball was just around the corner.
One of my favorite things in the
whole world is to talk baseball
trivia. And that's just what I'm
going to do. For a year's free
supply of my respect and a
membership in the exclusive
TRIVIA club of America, tell me
(1) Who was on deck when Bobby
Thompson hit his famous "shot
beard round the world" in 1951 in
the playoffs against the Dodgers,
(2) Who played third base in the
days of the fabled double play
c o m b i n a t i o n o f T i n ker-to-Evers-to-Chance and (3) Who
holds the major league record for
hitting the most singles in one
season?
For the answers, you ~ill have
to wait until next week.
One of the favorite pastimes of
players in our national pastime is to
make up teams, like the all-ugly
team or the all-bad fielders team or
the like. Well, it is my tum. And
my team will just be called my
all-favorites team.
Behind the plate is Choo-Choo
Coleman, who sort of handled the
catching chores for the Mets for a
few years. Coleman's main claim to
fame was the fact that he once hit
two home runs in a single game and
failed to touch second base each
time and was called out. Oh yes, the
Mets lost that game 1-0.
On first base are two players.
Both are contrasts to each other.
Dick Stuart, who also holds a spot
on the bad fielding team, was
known as "Dr. Strangeglove" when
he was in the league. And Vic
Power was the finest fielder I have
seen in baseball. And he caught
everything one-handed. He also
! stole home twice in one game.
"
On second base I have Felix
Mantilla. While he played in the
National League he was an easy
out. But he was traded to the Red

Sox and proceeded to hit 33 home
runs in one season. But the main
reason he is on my team is because
he signed his autograph for me.
And then when . Ed Matthews
refused to sign for me, Mantilla told
me he would sign again for me.
Well, it impressed me when I was
nine years old.
At shortstop, I have Ernie Banks
just because there aren't enough
Ernie Bankses in baseball. And
there never could be.
At third is Willie "Puddinhead"
Jones because he has a neat
nickname and used to field
everything off his chest yet seldom
made an error. That's guts, podnuh,
as Dizzy Dean used to say.
In left field is Wes Covington
assisted by Gene Woodling, who
both had the world's strangest
batting stances. Yes, even wilder
than Stan Musial's.
In Center field is Leon "Big
Daddy Wags" Wagner, who really
stopped to the beat of a different
drummer. How? Well, for starters,
he used to hold his hands four
inches apart as he gripped a bat.
For defensive purposes I wou1d
insert Jimmy Piersall, who from the
neck down was one of the baseball
greats.
In right field I have to put Hank
Aaron, just so he can break Babe
Ruth's record, and also because he
is one hell of a player.
On the mound for this dream
team I have two pitchers, Frank
Lary and Sandy Koufax. Lary
earned the spot because he was just
about the only person who could
beat the Yankees (whom I
despised) for quite a few years. I
chose Koufax because he could
never be left off any all-anything
team.
Also in my baseball memory
treasure box are Warren Spahn's
pickoff move, Wally Moon's
eyebrows (thicker than
paintbrushers), Herb Score's eye
and a foul ball hit by Nellie Fox
(nothing unusual there).
And that's the truth.

THE ACTION was rough and tumble in the
Women's Intramural basketball tournament recently
as the Tri-Deltas (DDD) and the Tyes battle for a

TKE

loose ball. DDD won the battle for the ball ·and
consequently took the championship.
(Photo by Brad Fuller.)

Takes Soccer . Title,
DDD Champs In Cage Play
What had been a ho-hum soccer
season turned into one of the most
exciting finishes of the intramural
sports year. On March was the first
of two exciting soccer games. A
powerful ATO team who had just
won their division without a loss
met an equally powerful team in
the Bombers.
The runaway turned quickly
into a tight game as ATO scored
two quick goals in the second half.
Late in the game, when it looked
like the Bombers had in all wrapped
up, ATO scored and tied it up 3-3
at the end of regulation play. In the
overtime of the six-minute halves,
each team scored once, making it

hear

BILL
BAIRD

By Patti MacKown
4-4 at the end of overtime. Each

team then had five kicks at the goal 1 ·''°';.,:•;f'~'i';.t:'''"
with no one but the kicker and the
goalie. The Bombersbeat ATO by a
score of 3-0 and won the first
tournament game.
The next day was the
championship game between the
Bombers and TKE fraternity. The
first few minutes saw each team
feeling each other out with neither
team having much of a scoring
threat. With about 10 minutes left ----~~~:i,;
in the half, Howard Vanderwater of
TKE cleared the ball from about
mid-field. The wind carried the ball
right into the goal making it 1-0
TKE.
The Bombers put on the
pressure late in the half, but didn't
score. The second half started
about the way the first half ended,
with the Bombers applying pressure
to the TKE defense. Two calls of
hands inside the penalty area on
TKE resulted in two penalty kicks
for the Bombers, but both were
over the goal.
As the end of the game neared,
the TKE defense became stronger.
The game finally ended with TKE
on top, 1-0. Goalie Eddie Barks was
credited with the shutout. Barks
ended the season as the stingiest
goalie in intramurals with three
shutouts to his credit. Barks was
scored on only once in a 1-0 loss to
SSX.
The women ended the basketball
season with Tri-Delts (DDD) taking
!irst place.

AT

FTU
tlte HatioH 's leadiHg crusader for

W6~J~tEftUIESt iuo~
.CAMPING & CANOE CENTER

*BILL BAIRD is the only person in the history of the U.S.jailed 7 times
in 4 states fighting for individual rights to birth control and abortion.

East-Central Florida.s Equipment & Supply Headquarters
CAMPERS - HIKERS -- CANO!'JSTS
We specialize in outfitting Hikers, Backpackers and Cyclists
o Backpacks by Gerry, Kelty and Camp Trai1s
o Rucksacks by LaFµma and Mi1let
o Tyrolean "Waffle-Stomper.. Hiking Boots
o Wigwam hiking socks and knit caps
o Lightweight down sleeping bags
o Freeze-dried Tr.ill Foods - Wide selection
o Rain suits and ponchos
o Lightweight Nylon and Poplin tents
o Lanterns, stoves and cookware
o Books on camping, hiking and nature study
o Camping knives; saws and axes
o Canoes by Old Town, Grumman, Seminole
o ~ayaks by Hans Klepper and Old Town
1426 LA,K.E DRIVE COCOA
(305) 632-3070
Tues. thru Sat. 9:30 to 5:30-Thurs. Eve. till 8:30
Oosed Sun. & Mon.

*BILL BAIRD's case before the U.S. Supreme Court will repeal all of
these restrictive laws.
*BILL BAIRD established the nation's first abortion and birth control center
almost a decade ago, helping over 12,000 women get safe abortions.
*BILL BAIRD has been seen on TV and radio: Dick Cavett, NBC Today,
Mike Douglas. He has appeared in Time Magazine, Life, Playboy, Etc.
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· · ~ · ,,JO McLEMORE prepares to
serve the ball in her recent victory
in the Women's Intramural tennis
tournament.
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BIRTH CONTROL and ABORTION
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bIF YOU WERE BORN TODAY:

:f
~

There is an ill omen in the
~orm of ~ left-handed wart
~lowly growmg on your foot. It
~will slowly take on your form
.s.i.and eventually look exactly like
~you. Then, late one night, when
{ti.you're snockered under from
~one's Farm and Zapple, your
*.other half will murder you by
.!.!.untying your navel · and letting
~he air out. Then the
~ook-like-you wart will take your
-®Place in society. All your friends
~will be impressed by your new
Amanners and your n~w abil.ity to
""(")""carry on an rntelhgent
~onversation. The new wart will
~ I ft-h d d b t
· ds
~e e
an e , u your fnen
will ignore that little fact since
Athey like the new you so much
_:g:more than the old.
""(")""
~AQUARIUS:
"'('f'
~ Face up to the fact that the
.s.i.end is near. When your toenails
:J:'start falling off for no apparent
~eason, when your knuckles
{e}swell up like beets when you
~aven't hurt them at all, and
~when both of your eyes try to
:g_get in the same socket, the end is
:gnear.
v
~PISCES:
.
~ Face the rising sun tomorrow
kmorning and·watch for the signs
_:g:of the occulaculation of the
vheavenly forces. The sign will
~~come in the form of temporary
""(")""
*blindnessy or a searing yellow
kSpot left imprinted on your
:g:retina. Some of the radical fringe
Vwill try to, tell you that it is
~caused by staring directly into
""(")""th
f
15
. t
b t
e sun or
mmu es, u
~don't let them fool you. They
V are working for an underground
group O f optometn·sts who
kwould
like to sell everyone
~
kprescription sunglasses.

*

GEMINI:
The temperature in the room
will greatly affect your attitude
this week. If it is cool, you will
be well-tempered and pleasant.
If it is warm, you will be
irritable and cynical. If it is cold,
you will be lushly over-pleasant
and downright disgusting. If you
are too hot, you will be loud,
bitchy and unbearable. For the
sake of us all, dress well this
week.
CANCER:
Make a careful list of all your
earthly possessions, and then
hoard them in a vaulted
storehouse so that no man can
get to them. Then will your
body to science. When all that is
done, make a 15-minute phone
call to the Kremlin and chat
about the weather. Then jump
. t th h
bil h Id.
m o e s ower w e o mg an
electric toaster. Not only will
you be long remembered for
your idiosyncracies, but the
t 1 h
e ep one company will have no
way to get its money for the
Moscow call. You'll get the last
laugh, because they can't even
sell your mortal remains for the
dough, since you already gave it
away.

~

*
~
~

VARIES:
~ Let yourself go this week.
~ry your wings. Make an
*°bscene phone call. Lie about
~our age when you get a library
~card. Wear two different-colored
X_socks. Paint naughty sayings on
~our stomach. Don't make your
~ed. Refuse to clean under your
~ingernails. Pop a pimple, in
~spite of what Clearasil tells you.
..!.!.You are a free spirit, why tie
-e>-yourself down?

~@~1QR~~~<1I@Jl~

TAURUS:
Take careful care of your
financial matters this week.
Don't buy anything you need,
only those things you want.
Someone close to you will try to
force you into an uncomfortable
monetary situation. Avoid it by
spending all your money. In
spite of what English bards will
tell you, loaning money to
friends is an excellent
investment. I can guarantee that
once you loan money to a friend
you will not see that friend again
for months, depending on the
size of the loan. The larger the
loan, the longer the stay. .If you
have a friend you really wish
would bug off, loan him $100
and you'll never see him again. It
never fails....

LEO:
Locked and sealed away from
the rest of the world, lying
dormant for hundreds of years,
sleeping in the mire of the
Okefenokee Swamp, is KracKorn
the Everpresent. He slept
th rough the tremors of
Hiroshima and the destruction at

Take it out
or eat with us!
hot cuban . . . • . . . • 79
hot pastrami . • • . . • 79
corned beef ••••••• 79
Bar-B-Oue
beef or pork ••.• 79
ham.: ••...•....• 69
SOUPS • SANDWICHES • SALADS ham & cheese •..•..79

featurinl!

HOMEMADE

SEMORAN VILLAGE .

ALOMA AT 436 WINTER PAR~, FLORIDA
671-3181

10 AM- 8 PM

Specializing in Buffet Catering
Open Sun. 10:00- 6:00

348 Park Ave. North

Winter Park

We carry everything natural from organic eggs
and bread mixes to sunflower seeds and natural
vitamins.

10% student discount

644-8529 .

boasted he could make a pun on
any subject. When I asked him
to make a pun on the Queen, he
replied that was impossible.
"The queen," he explained," is
not a subject."
I guess you kinda had to be
there.

Berlin· He ignored the
earthquakes
C l'f
.
dwhich
th htore. up
a 1 orma, an
e umcanes
Whl. ch ki"lled thousands 1·n
Mississippi, but he could not
sleep through Wallace's Florida
victory. He HAS RISEN! HE
HAS COME TO AVENGE ALL
THE ILLNESS OF THE
WORLD! Oozing forward like an
antideluvian monster, KracKorn
worms his way into the back
yard of little nearsighted Timmie
Zippo, who recently lost his
mother in a fire and his father in
a crap game. Timmie mistakes
the great KracKorn for his dog,
Jimmie, and calls the slimy
blob by the affectionate term.
The be~t from beyond rolls
back on his hindslime and
bellows out his name from the
d e P th s 0 f h e 11 it 8 e 1f.
"KRACK ORN!!" he roars.
, , 0 K ," says the startled
youngster, who is in the
process of castrating a pet turtle,
"That can be your last name. I'll
call you Jimmie KracKorn, and I

#4*

By John the Good, Resident Seer

LIBRA:
(Note to the editor: If this
masterpiece stops suddenly, it is
because I was carried away by a
herd of angry ants. I think I
must have killed one of their
religious leaders a few minutes
ago, because they certainly are
angry about something, and are
slowly taking over my entire
b o d
. )
buzzzzzzbuzzzzzzbuzzzzzzbuzzz
b u z z z z z z b u z z z z z zbuzz zzzzweeeeeareeeeeethe e e e e e anttttttpeopleeeeeee ' c 0 m e e e e e t 0 0 0 0 0 oavengeeeeeetheeeeeemurderrrrrr
offfffffourrrrrrrkindddd d d
z a pp pppppzappppppzapppppppp
SCORPIO:
Why pretend to be something
you're not? Come out from
behind that huge body and rn
bet you wouldn't be so talkative.
Clod, jerk, freb. Want some
milktoast? How about a
chocolate shake? How about

a

chock. Let shake? How about,
achock? Lets hake.
SAGITTARIUS:
Brazen hussy! You are the
type to flaunt something you
don't even have. You use gym
shoes for support and then wear
low-cut dresses. Well, let me tell
you something. Your laces are
showing, and you're not fooling
anyone. Al I you a re
accomplishing is keeping your
stomach from being sun-tanned.
CAPRICORN:
The ecliptical of the Venus
day-power will meet this day
with the force of the reckoning
matter emanated from the
constellation Orion. The result is
cat as trophic f or Capricoms. It
spells disaster for late dates and
early eye appointments. Eat
some plastic bananas and wash
your hair in Gatorade. Come
home early and avoid Geminis
with a nervous twitch.
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Geology Speaker
Dr. Fred Donath, chairman of
the department of geology at the
University of Illinois will speak to
FTU students on "Some
Information Squeezed out of
Rocks" on April 6.

HOPE YOU ENJOYED
YOUR
EASTER WEEKEND

don't care."
With that unbelievably bad
pun, the huge creature of the
ill
f
cosmos turned
d into a p ar o
salt-peter an was used in the
next war for making
black-powder in the war against
the giant frog-people.
VIRGO:
~ Speaking of puns, I once
knew a man from England who

AND

